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Preface
This special issue contains papers on the theory of complexity of algorithms and computation presented at the two-
day Session on Complexity of Computation and Algorithms of the American Mathematical Society Meeting in Santa
Barbara, April 2005. All papers have been refereed according to the standard of the journal “Theoretical Computer
Science” and the best papers have been selected for this special issue.
Note that we consider not only recursive algorithms, such as Turing machines and partial recursive functions, but
also super-recursive algorithms, such as inductive Turing machines, interactive machines and web automata, as well
as processes that super-recursive algorithms control.
***
There is a dependency between computability of algorithmic complexity and decidability of different algorithmic
problems. It is known [4,1] that computability of the algorithmic complexity C(x) is equivalent to decidability of
the halting problem for Turing machines. In “Algorithmic complexity as a criterion of unsolvability” Mark Burgin
extends this result to the realm of super-recursive algorithms, considering algorithmic complexity for inductive Turing
machines of the first order. In addition, it is demonstrated that computability of algorithmic complexity is equivalent
not only to decidability of the halting problem, but also to decidability by inductive Turing machines of the first order
form of many other problems for Turing machines (for example, the totality problem for Turing machines).
Optimization is an important problem in many areas. James Calvin, in his paper “A lower bound on complexity
of optimization on the Wiener space”, studies the complexity of optimization of continuous univariate functions
using a fixed number of function evaluations. A worst-case complexity analysis requires strong assumptions on the
functions to be optimized, such as the existence of a unique local minimizer. Instead, only continuity is assumed
and an average-case analysis is offered using a conditioned Wiener measure. It is shown that in this case the
closure of the set of local minimizers is the entire domain with probability one. Using a real number model of
computation, namely, an unlimited register machine with an oracle, and taking into account only the number of
oracle calls, the author derives a lower bound for the average error of any minimization algorithm of this type. It is
demonstrated that the number of function evaluations required in order to obtain an average error of at most ε is of
order log(1/ε) log log(1/ε).
In his paper “The $-calculus process algebra for problem solving: A paradigmatic shift in handling hard
computational problems” Eugene Eberbach uses complexity to build a cost calculus or, for short, $-calculus. The
$-calculus is the extension of the Milner’s pi -calculus for communicating and mobile processes [8,9]. While the pi -
calculus describes only interactions of computational processes, the $-calculus also takes into account the complexity
or cost of these processes and their interactions.
In computational power, the $-calculus goes beyond the Turing Machine model, i.e., it is a model of super-
recursive algorithms. The author defines the semantics of the $-calculus using a novel optimization method, the
kΩ -optimization, which approximates a universal search algorithm known as classically uncomputable. In addition,
kΩ -optimization allows the simulation of many other search methods. Sufficient conditions for completeness,
optimality and total optimality of problem solving search are studied. A flexible scheme of classification of
problem solving methods into easy, hard and solvable in the limit classes is proposed. The third class deals
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with solutions of conventionally undecidable problems (compare with inductive Turing machines, also capable
of solving such problems [3]). Applications of the $-calculus are illustrated by solutions of some intractable
and undecidable problems. Eberbach also gives a brief overview of two other possible implementations of the
$-calculus.
Given the current inability to unconditionally prove lower bounds, polynomial-time reductions are the main tool
for comparing the hardnesses of problems and for indirectly obtaining evidence that some problems are indeed
difficult. The paper “Query-monotonic Turing reductions” by L. Hemaspaandra and M. Thakur introduces and studies
several restricted reductions. Their study focuses on a pairwise comparison of the power of query-monotonic Turing
reductions, on the machines that robustly have the monotonicity property, and on the conversion of a poly-time Turing
reduction into a query-monotonic Turing reduction.
The nature of empirical simplicity and its relationship to scientific truth are long-standing puzzles. In “Okham’s
Razor, empirical complexity, and truth-finding efficiency”, Kevin Kelly describes empirical simplicity in terms of
empirical anomalies, which are defined in terms of the structure of the inference problem addressed. Problem instances
are classified according to the number of anomalies that they present. Simple answers are satisfied by simple worlds.
The author shows that choosing the simplest theory compatible with experience and hanging onto it while it remains
the simplest is both necessary and sufficient for efficiency.
Problems of security are now extremely important to all users of the Internet. Solutions involve deep theoretical
results from complexity theory. In “Circuit principles and weak pigeonhole variants”, Chris Pollett and Norman
Danner study relational versions of the surjective, partial surjective, and multifunction weak pigeonhole principles
for different formulae of bounded arithmetic. The classical weak pigeonhole principle states that given a function
from a set of size n2 to a set of size n, there are two elements in the domain that map in the same element in the range.
In this form, the weak pigeonhole principle is fruitfully used for proving different theorems in computer science
and logic. There are several other forms of the weak pigeonhole principle: surjective, bijective, and multifunction
weak pigeonhole principle. The main interest of the authors is in partial surjective, multifunction, and surjective weak
pigeonhole principles. Relations between these principles and other computational principles, such as iteration or the
block-recognition principle, are considered. For instance, the authors introduce a class of predicates corresponding
to poly-log length iterates of polynomial time computable predicates and show that in some important cases, the
multifunction weak pigeonhole principle for such predicates is equivalent to an “iterative” circuit block-recognition
principle. A consequence of this result is that if it is possible to prove these principles in some extensions of bounded
arithmetic, then RSA is vulnerable to polynomial time attacks.
State complexity is a fundamental topic in theoretical computer science, which has also important practical
implications in automata applications. Most studies in state complexity consider only individual operations, e.g.,
union, intersection, concatenation, and Kleene star. The paper “State Complexity of Combined Operations” by
A. Salomaa, K. Salomaa, and S. Yu presents a comprehensive study of the state complexity of combined operations.
It is the first study of this type.
The paper “The Kolmogorov complexity of infinite words” by L. Staiger surveys recent results on relations between
the Kolmogorov complexity of infinite strings and several measures of information content (dimensions) known from
dimension theory, information theory or fractal geometry. The emphasis is on bounds on the complexity of strings
in constructively given subsets of the Cantor space and comparison of the Kolmogorov complexity to the subword
complexity of infinite strings.
Problems of life and evolution have always been of a great interest to scientists. Not only biologists, but also
physicists and computer scientists have treated these problems (cf., for example, [10,11]). One of the pivotal features
of living beings is their ability to reproduce themselves. That is why von Neumann in the late 1940s and early 1950s
attempted to design an automaton that can construct any automaton from a proper set of encoded instructions, so that
it makes a copy of itself as a special case [11]. It was assumed that such a machine would operate in a very simplified
environment, giving a chance to see just what was involved in reproduction. For the building blocks of this automaton,
John von Neumann decided on identical chips (finite automata) placed in a rigid two-dimensional array and connected
to their four nearest neighbors. The chips in this array, which was later called a cellular automaton, changed states
synchronously in discrete time-steps. The state of each chip for the next time-step was determined from its own current
state and those of its four neighbours, using a set of transition rules specified by the automaton rules. In practice, this
automaton was simulated by a single large computer that modelled the work of the many small chips. Von Neumann’s
approach has been developed into a flourishing area—the theory of cellular automata.
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Later ideas of artificial or simulated evolution emerged as practical tools in programming and optimization.
In 1966, Fogel, Owens and Walsh published the book [5] that became the landmark publication for evolutionary
programming. In it, finite automata evolve to predict symbol strings generated from Markov processes and non-
stationary time series. Such evolutionary prediction is motivated by problems of intelligent behaviour. It is assumed
that in terms of adaptive behaviour, an intelligent system must anticipate events in order to adapt behaviour in the light
of goals.
A new impetus to the theoretical development and practical applications in this area was given by John Holland and
his colleagues who introduced genetic algorithms, which originated from the studies of cellular automata. Holland’s
book [6] is generally acknowledged as the beginning of the research on genetic algorithms. Later Koza developed
genetic programming [7].
In his paper “Autopoietic automata: Complexity issues in offspring-producing evolving processes” Jiri Wiedermann
continues this trend of research, introducing a new formal computational model for studying the information transfer
between the generations of offspring-producing machines—so-called autopoietic automata. These automata are finite
state transducer programs which can become a subject of their own processing, and which are organized as a specific
grid automaton in the sense of [3]. An autopoietic automaton can algorithmically generate an offspring controlled
by a program that is a modification of its parent’s program. As a result, autopoietic automata become useful for
the theoretical investigation of computational and complexity issues of evolutionary self-reproducing processes.
Wiedermann demonstrates that the computational power of lineages of autopoietic automata is equal to that of an
interactive nondeterministic Turing machine. It is also proved that there exists an autopoietic automaton generating an
unlimited evolution, provided suitable inputs are delivered to individual automata. At the same time, the problem of
a sustainable evolution, asking for an arbitrary autopoietic automaton and arbitrary inputs whether there is an infinite
lineage of its offspring, is undecidable.
However, there are different ways of evolution and while some evolutionary processes go by reproduction of species
in some class of systems, others involve only one system that is changing in the process. An adequate theoretical
computational model for the latter type of evolution is provided by reflective Turing machines introduced and studied
in [2]. In comparison with conventional Turing machines, reflective Turing machines are enhanced by means of self-
evolution. Although reflective Turing machines have the same computing power as conventional Turing machines,
reflective Turing machines can be much more efficient. An appropriate reflective Turing machine can model arbitrary
autopoietic automata.
***
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